Device as a Service (DaaS)
Smart, simplified computing solutions for today’s world.

Introducing DaaS
Optimize your IT assets and resources with Device
as a Service (DaaS), a complete solution that combines
hardware, insightful analytics, proactive management,
and services for every stage of the device lifecycle.

Managing and securing multi-OS
environments can be challenging
Device proliferation and the addition of personal devices
entering the workplace has challenged ITDMs in maintaining
a secure and manageable IT environment. Multiple operating
systems on different types of devices have created new
entry points for security breaches and made it more difficult
to proactively manage the IT environment. DaaS makes
it easier to manage the diversity of multi-OS desktops,
workstations, and mobile devices so your business can
operate at its full potential.

The right devices for the job
Choose a device mix that’s as unique as your business,
with a wide selection of HP commercial notebooks, desktops,
and mobile and specialized devices.

Management with insight
Secure and manage multi-OS devices, and proactively identify
and mitigate issues with insightful HP TechPulse analytics.
Our Service Experts can enforce security policies and perform
daily management with leading endpoint management tools.
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Proactive management with HP TechPulse
Insightful and predictive analytics
Identify, predict, and address issues with HP TechPulse—analytics that
use machine learning, preconfigured logic, and contextual data to
deliver device, application, and usage insights that help you optimize
your IT spending and resources.
Lighten the load on IT
Offload a little or a lot. Our Service Experts use HP TechPulse analytics
and modern management tools to manage your multi-OS devices.
The one-stop dashboard also allows incident integration with
ServiceNow IT service management system.

Flexibility for your business
Don’t pay for more than you use. Tailor your solution with HP Lifecycle Services—
from design to configuration, maintenance, and end of use—to meet your needs
with the convenience of a single price per device. Flex your devices and services up
or down based on changing workplace or workforce needs.
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One-stop solution
Device as a Service (DaaS) delivers a modern service model that simplifies
how commercial organizations equip their employees with the right hardware,
accessories, and lifecycle services to get the job done, while improving end-user
and IT performance, agility, and cost predictability.

With Device
as a Service,
you get:

Insightful and predictive
analytics from TechPulse
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A wide variety of
device choices

Technical support and
rapid repair or replacement

Flexible plans with a simple,
predictable price

Proactive management
and lifecycle services
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